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AbstncL The temperalure dependence of the electrical resistivily of some magnetic 
inlermelallic compounds is analysed using a model which takes into account the changes 
in lhe eleclronic FImclure with the variation of the long-range order, neglecting chemical 
and magnetic &on-range order (sno) effecls. ?he nlm of atomic and magnetic long- 
range d e r  (LRO) parameters are obtained using a magnetic-cluster mrialion method 
(m) approach with the interaclion parameters fitted to the equilibrium phase diagrams. 
?he three principal momponenu of the mistivily, namely the diemicnl disorder, lhe 
magnetic disorder, and the electmn-phonon scattering mntrihutions. are reproduced 
well for several paramagnetic (NiPt, Fe0.7Al0.3) and fenomapetic (&PI, Cao.,Pt0.7) 
mmpounds. Our anabis indicates an imponanl change in the eleclronic SrucIure with 
the variation of the LRO parameter, this effect k i n g  wry pronounced in Feo.7Alo.,. 

1. Introduction 

Resistivity measurement, despite its declining utilization, remains a powerful tool for 
the investigation of microstructural and physical phenomena in metallic systems. The 
technique is particularly useful for the study of defects such as vacancies and of 
their mobility, studies of phase separation phenomena and determination of phase 
diagram limits, i.e. of critical mansformation concentrations and/or temperatures. 
Furthermore, resistivity can be measured at high temperatures and over long time 
periods with a very large accuracy, thus being well adapted for the investigation of 
kinetics and of correlated processes, such as ordering and disordering phenomena. 
For example, recent resistivity measurements coupled with in siru EM experiments 
in an ordered L1, Copt, compound [l] have shown that the antiphase boundaries 
separating different ordered domains are progressively wetted by the disordered phase 
when approaching the critical order-disorder transition from below. The resistivity, 
and more precisely its temperature derivative and its time dependence, allowed 
the authors to distinguish the temperature range where the disorder appears along 
the antiphase boundaries from the temperature range where the disordered phase 
nucleates inside the ordered domains [l]. 

From a more fundamental viewpoint, the problem of understanding the behaviour 
of the resistivity in terms of changes in the electronic structures of compounds is of 
considerable general interest. In particular, one would like to understand why the 
resistivity increases or decreases in the vicinity of the orderdisorder phase transitions. 

W53-8984n2/469053+14507.50 @ 1992 IOP Publishing Ltd 9053 
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?he answer to this question is not trivial. An up-to-date and comprehensive book 
has been recently devoted by Rossiter [2] to the understanding of the resistivity of 
concentrated alloys and mmpounds. It is also the aim of the present paper to make 
a contribution to this problem. 

The purpose of this work is to analyse our previous measurements of resistivity 
in several ordered mmpounds (Ll, Ni,,Pt,,, and Co,,Pt,,, [3], L1, NiPt and Copt 
[4] and DO, and 8 2  Fe,-,AI, [SI) through both their order-disorder transitions, 
and, for the ferromagnetic phases, their Curie temperatures. Our model follows the 
general approach developed by Rossiter 121 for the case of non-magnetic alloys. ’Ihis 
model takes into account the changes in the electronic structure associated with the 
formation of long-range ordered phases. Here, the model is extended to the case of 
ferromagnets. Furthermore, we introduce reliable values of chemical (and magnetic) 
long-range order (LRO) parameters that are the intrinsic variables of the model. These 
mo parameters, as a function of temperature, T, and concentration, are calculated 
from previous cluster variation method (CVM) (or magnetic CVM) simulations of the 
chemical and magnetic phase diagrams [6]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we summarize our previous 
resistivity data [>5] and their analysis using a statistical approach [7]. In section 3 
we describe our new model and we present results in both non-magnetic (NiPt and 
Ru,7Al,,3) and ferromagnetic (Copt and Co,,,Pg,) compounds. The last section (4) 
iF devoted to the discussion. 

M C Cadeville ef al 

2. Previous results 

Our previous investigations of the electrical resistivity in the intermetallic Co-Pt 
and %AI compounds [>5] have shown that the resistivity of these concentrated 
alloys can be written, to a first approximation, as the sum of either three or two 
contributions, in both ordered (0) and disordered (D) states, depending on whether 
or not the compounds display ferromagnetism at low temperatures: 

pyD’ is the residual resistivity or atomic disorder term which depends on temperature 
in the LRO state through the variation of the LRO parameter (q), and is nearly 
constant in the disordered state. do(D)T h the phonon term and its coefficient d is 
also dependent of temperature through q. The third term p$D) is the spin disorder 
scattering term which is zero at low temperature in a ferromagnetic phase, and 
is negligible at any temperature in non-magnetic phases. In a simple localized spin 
model as described in [9, 10) pm is expected to increase from zero at low temperature 
to its maximum value at the Curie temperature Tm, and to remain constant in the 
paramagnetic state. 

All resistivity measurements were carried out on samples that have attained 
thermodynamic equilibrium, when allowed by diffusion rates at each temperature, 
Le. above 70CHUM K in Ni-Pt and W P t  phases, and above about Mx) K in Fe-Al. 

21. Non-magnetic alloys 
Since in Ni-Pt and Fe-AI alloys the magnetic contribution pm is zero, it is relatively 
simple to separate the contribution of the chemical disorder from that of the electron- 
phonon scattering. In addition to the total resistivity, the residual resistivity due to 
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the chemical disorder, p?), was measured hy quenching the sample rapidly to 4 K 
from an equilibrium state at high temperature characterized by a LRO parameter, q. 
’Ihe phonon contribution iS given by the difference: 

pph = dqD)T = p ” ( T )  - p?”’ [q (T) ]  . 
The results obtained for Ni-Pt and for some Fe,-,AI, alloys having either the 

DO, or the B2 structure are shown in figures 1 and 2 Egures 1 and 2 display 
the measured total and residual resistivities, and the phonon contribution deduced 
from their difference. In general one observes the expected increase of p0 when q 
decreases, whereas the phonon coefficient d remains constant as long as 11 is constant, 
and decreases when q decreases. This effect is more pronounced in NiPt, Fe,.,AI,, 
and Feo,67A10,s. In other Fel-,AI, alloys, which have the B2 structure (C = 0.40 
and 0.45). the variation of pdK with T is very small. This is due to the fact that, 
above about 850 K, the quenching rate is not sufficiently rapid to freeze in the high-T 
equilibrium states. This point is illustrated in figure 3 where the values of p4K in both 
the ordered and the disordered states are compared. Above 36% of AI, we do not 
observe any difference in the residual resistivities of ordered and quenched samples. 

-.- .-a.- 

900 ’0°  TIK) 800 
‘0° TIK) 

Elgum 1. lhtal  (o), 
residual (0) and phonon (+) resistivities The doldashed lines are least-squares Ais of 
p$ = doT @ne A) and p$ = p,” + dDT (line B). 

Rssislivily data f” 13, 41 in NiPt (0 )  and Nio.,Pto 7 (b). 

By measuring the values of the phonon coefficient A for various concentrations 
over the low temperature range, where the lack of diffusion freezes 17 to a constant 
value (qT-” = 17”). it is possible to observe the great sensitivity of A ( T  i 0) to 
the disorder due to off-stoichiometry defects, as shown in figure 4. It is clear from 
figures 2 and 4 that A is maximum at low T for the stoichiometric compositions and 
is minimum either in the disordered state (figure 2) or the largest off-stoichiometry 
(figure 4). 

These results in non-magnetic Ni-Pt and E-AI alloys show that the phonon 
contribution is strongly correlated to the degree of order. 

22. Ferromagnetic alloys 

Since for ferromagnetic alloys there are three contributions to the resistivity and 
only two experimental determinations, it was necessary to make some hypotheses 



lobo 
Temperoture ( K )  

Flgum 2 Resistivity mulls in Fel-cAlc alloys for C = 0.3 (a). 0.33 (b),  0.40 (c). 0.45 
(d)., ?he dotted line indicates the DO3-BZ Vansilion, the full line, the slope of the 
phonon term (A) in the u(0 state when 7 is mnshnt. 

in order to separate the various terms in equation (1). In view of the similarities 
between the vibrational properties of Co-Pt and Ni-Pt phases 13, 41, we first assumed 
that the phonon coefficients A are the same in both W P t  and Ni-Pt phases for a 
given composition and structure. So, using reduced temperature scales TIT,,,, it 
was possible to aansfer the values of d(q(T/ToD))  determined in the Ni,-,Pt, 
compounds to the Co,_,Pt, compounds, and then to get p,(T) from equation (1). 

The values obtained for pm in Copt and Co,,,Pt,,, are compared to the measured 
residual resistivity values in figure 5. One observes the expected increase of p, up 
to Tm in the two phases, and an unexpected decrease in the paramagnetic range 
over the 7'-range where q decreases. Far Co,,,Pt,,,, the decrease ol pm around To, 
would be overestimated due to a bigger uncertainty in the evaluation of the phonon 
contribution. 

Nevertheless, these results show that, in the paramagnetic range, the spin disorder 
scattering term, as well as the phonon contribution, is strongly dependent on the 
degree of order. 

In order to understand the origin of the decrease of pm at the order-disorder 
transition, we first proposed in [3, 41 a qualitative interpretation in terms of a 
localized magnetism model in which the short-range magnetic correlations in the 
paramagnetic state would be enhanced by the chemical disorder. A purely statistical 
m approach, where the atomic and spin disorder contributions to the resistivity 
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Fhum 3. Residual resistivity as a fundion of Flgum 4 Concentration dependence of the linear 
C in Fel-cAlc all- ?he crosvs wrrespond phonon mefficient (d) as given by lhe slope of 
lo disordered alloys rapidly quenched E" about straighl lines in figure 2 ?he full square is the 
lWT, a lemperature which wnrsponds to the value in the disordered slale as deduced from the 
solid solution phase up to 30% Al, and lo the simulation of data. 7he armw indicates the value 
BZ stmcture above. mlhe squares correspond in the disordered alloys for C: < 0.2. 
lo the annealed ordered phases in lheir highest 
order degree as allowed ty diffusion. Tbe dashed 
lines visualize the etfeels of depanures from 
sloichiomeuy in the DO] and BZ phases. 

Figure 5. Resistivity data from 13, 41 in COP1 ((I) and Coo.]Pto.7 (b): measured residual 
mistivity, A estimated magnelic wnlribution as described in the text. n>e halched area 
indicates the 0-D transformation T-range. 

were described as sums of resistivities of individual tetrahedral clusters, was then used 
[7l. In spite of a relative agreement between theory and experiment, such a purely 
statistical model, which contains severe approximations, is not able to reproduce the 
overall resistivity. Moreover, as mentioned in [7], the statistical approach neglects 
the changes in the electronic structure associated with the formation of the ordered 
structures. Therefore, in section 3 we propose a unified model where both the results 
of the CVM and the changes in the electronic structure are taken into account. 
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3. Resistivity analysis 

3.1. Model 

Approximately ten years ago, Rossiter [2, 81 developed a theoretical approach aimed 
at the description of the overall dependence of the resistivity on the LRO parameter, 
q,  in non-magnetic alloys. In the case of a stoichiometric compound and above the 
Debye temperature OD, the resistivity iF given by: 

where T is the temperature, and p,”, no and B/n,  are, respectively, the residual 
resistivity, the density of conduction electrons, and the temperature coefficient of tbe 
phonon contribution in the disordered state. 

Equation (2) was obtained by considering the effects of LRO on: (i) the scattering 
of the conduction electrons, and (U) related changes in the electronic band structure. 

The effect of long-range atomic ordering on the scattering of the conduction 
electrons is treated in an appropriate pseudo-potential model in the Brag-Williams 
approximation. The resistivity is described within the simple relaxation time 
approximation in a nearly bee electron model, 

p = (m’/n,)/e2T (3) 

where T is order dependent through 

s, is the relaxation time corresponding to the disordered state, m* and nee are, 
respectively, the effective mass and the effective density of conduction electrons per 
unit volume. 

Since the long-range atomic ordering may introduce new gaps into the Fermi 
surface at the superlattice Brillouin mne boundaries, Rossiter has shown that the 
value of n, (or n,/m’) will be order dependent according to the following 
expression: 

The coefficient A depends upon the relative positions of the Fermi surface and 
the superlattice Brillouin zone boundaries. Its sign determines the evolution of the 
electronic band structure near the Rrmi level with the formation of the LRO structure. 
Thus, for a given concentration in a non-magnetic LRO phase, equation (2) may be 
written as: 

where pu is the residual resistivity term which k Tdependent through q(T) ,  and 
AT is the phonon contribution whose coefficient A = B/no[l - A q 2 ( T ) ]  is also 
Tdependent through 11. Since B in equation (2) depends on Bo. the Debye 
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temperature, the approach neglects a possible weak dependence of Bo on q. This 
model has been already applied by Rossiter [S] to the cases of Cu,Au and R3A. 

We extend equation (2) to the case of ferromagnetic compounds by adding the 
term of spin disorder scattering. In the simple model of well defined local moments 
in a simple conduction band, as developed by Kasuya [9], De Gennes and Friedel 
[lo], one can write pm as: 

pm = P’. [I - u2(T)]  (7) 

where U is the ferromagnetic LRO parameter being equal to 1 at T = 0 and 0 at 
T,. p i  is the value of pm in the paramagnetic state: 

(8) = constant x 3 2 Inea 

where ,7 6 the scalar value of the saturation moment yielding: 

p: being the value of pg above Too, 

3.2. Method C$ marysis 

In order to test the model presented in the previous section, we first need to define 
and to know the LRO parameters and their Tdependence in the various structures. 
The values of the chemical and ferromagnetic LRO parameters, q(T)  and o(T), are 
entered in equations (l), (2) and (7), and the remaining parameters are adjusted in 
order to reproduce the experimental results. 

3.21. Determinarim CJf LRO parameters. The Ll,,  Ll,, DO, and 8 2  structures are 
represented in figure 6. 
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Chemical mo. The order state of the L1, and L1, phases is determined by a 
single order parameter q. If ( P i )  is the occupation probability of the i sublattice by 
an A atom and CA the A mncentration, one has in the LIZ (A,B)  structure, which 
mnsisu of four interpenetrating sublattices, three of them (1, 2, 3) being equivalent: 

q = ( ( P 2 2 ' 3 ) - C A ) / ( 1 - $ )  f o r l > C A  20.75 

or 

q = ((p",) - C,) /(1- i) for 1 2 C, 2 0.25. 

In the L1, (AB) structure, which consists of two inequivalent sublattices (1 and 2). 
one has: 

These simple expressions yield the maximum value of the order parameter at 
T = 0 = 1) according to the concentration. One has: 

0.933 in M0.3Ptu.7 
in MPt. 

In the DO, structure, which consists of four interpenetrating sublattices with 
two of them (3 and 4) being equivalent, the order state is determined by two LRO 
parametem: 

with the same definition as before. 

a single order parameter: 
In the B2 structure, the sublattices 1 and 2 are equivalent (0, = 0), and one has 

4 
q = qz = (~2 ' )  - (p'a ) for C, <OS. 

For Fe,.,AI,,, the maximum values of the order parameters at T = 0 are: 

in DO, q, = 0.4, v2 = 0.6 

q = 0.6 in 8 2 .  

These single-site occupation probabilities are obtained by fitting the Ni-Pt and 
(70-Pt phase diagrams to experimental values using the tetrahedron approximation 
of a magnetic-cvhl model with nearest-neighbour (NN) interactions only as described 
in [6]. In the case of Fe,,,Al,,, the values of q, and q, were obtained by fitting 
the non-magnetic phase diagram to the experimental values of Afyouni [ll],  using 
the tetrahedron approximation of the CVM which, in a BCC lattice, includes NN and 
next-nearest-neighbour ("N) interactions [12]. 

Magnetic mo. The magnetic LRO parameter U is defined as the expectation value 
of the spin operator at the site i, Si,  which can take the values 0 or k1 according 
to whether site i is occupied, respectively, by a nonmagnetic or by a magnetic atom. 
The Tdependences of calculated values of q and n are shown in figure 7. 
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NiPt-SOatS CoPt-BOatS - .. - _  1.0 

x) 

0.8. (4 

0.6 - 

0.4 - 

0.2 - 

3w T(K) 1000 
0.0; d 0.04 , . . . , , , '  , , , I , . , 

0 sw T(K) ?WO 15w 0 I 

CoPt-llOatS 

500 T(K) 1000 

Fedl-3Oat. 
1.0, . , , . , . , . . , , . . . , 

Figure 7. Tkmperalure dependence of chemical and magnetic mo pnmeten in the 
various s ~ e i u r q  Llu NIP1 (0) and Copt (b), LIZ C o ~ . ~ P t o . ,  (c). DO, and B2 
Fq.7Alo.~ (d). In (c). lhe hatched domain mrresponds to lhe two-phase region. In 
(d). qa "spanding to qual ion  (16) is plolted (dolled line) for the fitled value of 
D = 0.81. 

3.2.2. Fil and simulation qfthe results. Combining equations (I) ,  (2) and (7) in a form 
tractable for the fit to the experimental results we have, in the general case, for all 
concentrations in the L1, and L1, phases: 

The amstant pAPB has been added to acwunt for the presence of order defects, 
like antiphase boundaries, which are always present in the totally ordered compound 
at T = 0 when q = 1. So, the total value of the residual resistivity in the disordered 

In the DO, phase, which is described by two LRO parameters, the situation is 
more complicated. The changes of qI and q2 do not affect the residual resistivity by 
the Same quantity. In order to fit the experimental results, we define an  effective LRO 
parameter by: 

D state is PApB + P" . 
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NiPt-5Oatr NiPt-50at. 
110 , , LIOl . , ,  . I . .  . . , , , , , , 

Plgure 8. NiPt. (4) Comparison between mpenmental values of p u  (0) and pbUl (v) 
and the curves fitted through (IO), mer the T range of experimenls. (b) Calculaled 
w l u s  of pmml (0). pphmon (b) and PIK (c) klween 0 nnd 1500 K. 

Note that for the stoichiometric B2 phase, qeff reduces to Q, as expected. The 
two series of experimental values of p ( P ~ ~  and P , , ~ , )  are least-squares fitted to 
relation (10) by adjusting the five variables pMB. p,”, B/n,, p! and A in the 
ferromagnetic C b P t  phases, four variables (p: = 0) in the nonmagnetic NiPt, and 
five variables (with D) in Fe&l,,3. At low temperatures, the values of q were 
kept constant and equal to their highest value allowed by diffusion. We did not fit 
N$.3F‘t,,7 since the variation of q in this compound, and thereby its effect on p, is 
very small. 

The results of the fit are collected in table 1 and displayed in figures 8-11. In 
addition to the curves fitted to the experimental values, the calculated phonon and 
magnetic contributions are shown in figures S(b)-ll(b). On the whole the quality of 
the fits is satisfactory. showing the model works well in every case. 

Tabk l. 

P*PB P.D Blno P D  A ... 
(fin cm) (in cm) (fin cm K-I) (I‘n cm) 

Copt 665 23.44 O.OM5 14.2 0.3776 
C o n ~ P t n r  10.17 21.55 0.0262 14.3 0.4236 

~ 

NiPt 1.09 24.01 0.0305 0 0.343 
FenrAlnr 0 140.4 0.0426 0 0.99 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

4.1. Chemical &order term 

Our approach assumes that pMB, the contribution to the resistivity of lattice defects 
such as antiphase boundaries is temperature independent. Obviously pMB also 
contributes to the total residual resistivity in the disordered state, which is given by 
the sum pAPB + p,”. The temperature independence of p M B  is indirectly confirmed 
by electron microscopy measurements which have shown that the width of antiphase 
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FeN-30at. PeAl-SOatl 
1 0 0 ,  . . , . . , , , , I 

100 400 T(K) 700 1000 

Pigum 9. (a) As figure WO). (b) As Rgure 8(b). The change of b e  lrsistivity a1 the 
mnsition 8 2  - A2 is also shown. 

CoPt-50atx 
IO0 

m 

04 . , , , , I . , I 
300 600 T(K) 900 1200 

CoPt-SOatS 
100, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 

2 6 0  

R 

." 
....................... , 

,.... ................... 
-.:.-S.----' d .......... ..... 

500 T(K) ,000 1500 

FIym 10. &PI. (a) As figure WO).  (b) As figure 8(b). with magnetic mntribution 
(WNe d). 

CoPt-7oatx 
n o ,  , . I , , , , , 1 

0 I 
200 500 T(K) 600 1100 

F@m 11. Cq.3Pb. l .  as Rgure 10. 

CoPt-7Oatm 
100, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 

R g 40 
m 
D 

... .~.. .- 
......................... ........ 

, .., _ _ _ -  ~ L~ 
8 20 

........................... 
C _... ......- ,.." 

0 500 T(K) 1000 1500 

boundaries remains constant up to about 30°C below To, [l]. 'hble 2 compares the 
fitted values of pApB with the experimental values measured in stoichiometric phases 
(MPt, MPt,, R,N) in their maximum degree of order. The agreement is quite good. 
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.. 
Nip1 1.1 2 131 
FcO.7AO.J 0 -0 Figure 3 

The Tdependence of pau is well reproduced in the four samples. In Co,,3Pt,,7, 
there is a small disagreement at the vicinity of To, due to the presence of a two- 
phase region, over a range of about l O T ,  which is not taken into account in our 
description. 

In FeU,+U,,,, the fitted d u e  of D is 0.81. We note that the calculated plOls, (T) 
curve displays the behaviour observed by Afyouni [ l l ]  in Fe,,,,Al,,,, at the B2-A2 
transition. 

4.2. Phonon term 
The non-magnetic NiPt and Wo.7AIu.3 phases, for which the phonon contribution is 
uniquely determined from the two experimental measurements, provide a test of the 
approximations in the description of the phonon term by: 

Figures 8 and 9 show that me model works well. This agreement justifies the use 
of the above formulation for magnetic phases. Our analysis (table 1) yields similar 
values of B/n, in NiPt and Copt and a small difference in the values of A, justifying, 
a posteriori, the previous hypothesis (3), regarding the similarity of the phonon terms 
in these two phases. At TOD, the phonon wefficient decreases in all the phases 
investigated, since A is found to be positive. 

4.3. Magnetic disorder term 

In both Copt and Co,,Pt,, the calculated magnetic terms display the same behaviour, 
being maximum at T,, and decreasing at Too, according to equation (9). In Copt, 
comparison of the simulated curve with that deduced from experiment (figure 3) 
yields a satisfactoly agreement, indicating that the formulation of pm by equation (9) 
& wrrect to  first approximation. The maximum values of pm just above T,  are 
about 22-23 P S I  cm in the two phases which, compared with the value estimated 
in nickel (20 pi2 cm) 1131, is of the correct magnitude. In this model, the T- 
dependence of pm in the paramagnetic state would be due mainly to the change 
in the electronic structure with 1). The effect of atomic disordering on short-range 
magnetic correlations would be less important than we had initially thought [3, 41 and 
also than shown by statistical models [7]. 

4.4. ficussion of A and conclusion 

First we note that our values of A wmpare well with other determinations made 
previously by Rossiter [2], who obtained A = 0.4 for Cu,Au and 0.75 for Fe,AI. 

This positive d u e  of A means an increase in the effective numher of conduction 
electrons in the disordered state compared to the ordered one, for all the ordered 
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Tabk 3. 

(r) = 1) (r) = 0.9) rD/.ra Reference 

CDPf 1.61 1.44 1.33 IW 
NiPt 1.52 1.38 1.21 1141 

%3Pb.7 1.58 0.73 1141 
Feo.7&.3 -8.5 > I  D 1151 

0 [Ih] for ZN = 0.25 

structures Ll,, L4,  and DO,. Due to the very simplified formulation of the resistivity 
by equation (3), which is quite approximate for alloys of transition metals with high 
density of d electrons at the Fermi level, it is difficult to draw significant conclusions 
about the electronic structure changes induced by the formation of LRO phases. 
Comparison with other experiments, Like measurements of the coelficient y of the 
electronic specific heat, which yield information on the total density of states at the 
Fermi level, could be fruitful. mble 3 compares our ratio n , " , / r ~ : ~  given by l f ( 1 - A )  
for several values of q with the ratio of yDfyo. 

In NiPt and Copt, our value of A indicates a decrease in the total density of states 
at the Fermi level in agreement with specific heat data. In Fe-AI, measurements of y 
for C, = 0.25 indicate an increase of y when the disorder increases, i.e. when passing 
from the DO, [15] to the B2 structure [16]. The value in the totally disordered phase 
is not available. Thus, we only have an indication that yD is larger than yo, Le. the 
same trend as in NiPt and Copt. The case of Co, ,P t , ,  is different: y does not show 
the same behaviour as resistivity. At this time we cannot explain this difference. 

lb conclude we have shown that the simple model initially developed hy Rossiter 
for non-magnetic phases and extended by us to magnetic systems allows us first to 
describe the dependence of all the contributions to the resistivity with the degree of 
order and, furthermore, provides the basis for understanding the observed increase 
or decrease in the total resistivity at the order-disorder transition. The sign and the 
amplitude of the variation of p at To, depend mainly on the importance of electronic 
structure effects associated with the formation of the LRO structure. 
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